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Abstract: Recently, methods based on local image features have shown promise for texture and object recognition tasks. This paper presents a large-scale evaluation of an approach that represents images as distributions (signatures or histograms) of features extracted from a sparse set of keypoint locations and learns a Support Vector Machine classifier with kernels based on two effective measures for comparing distributions, the Earth Mover’s Distance and the chi-square distance. We first evaluate the performance of our approach with different keypoint detectors and descriptors, as well as different kernels and classifiers. We then conduct a comparative evaluation with several state-of-the-art recognition methods on four texture and five object databases. On most of these databases, our implementation exceeds the best reported results and achieves comparable performance on the rest. Finally, we investigate the influence of background correlations on recognition performance via extensive tests on the PASCAL database, for which ground-truth object localization information is available. Our experiments demonstrate that image representations based on distributions of local features are surprisingly effective for classification of texture and object images under challenging real-world conditions, including significant intra-class variations and substantial background clutter.
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Descripteurs d’images locaux et méthodes par noyaux pour la classification de textures et de catégories d’objets: une étude approfondie

Résumé : Les méthodes basées sur des descripteurs d’images locaux ont récemment donné de bons résultats en reconnaissance d’objets et de textures. Cet article évalue la pertinence d’une représentation d’image par une distribution (signature, histogramme) de descripteurs calculés en des points d’intérêt, et d’une classification par Machine à Vecteur Support dont les noyaux utilisent des mesures adaptées à la comparaison de distributions (Earth Mover Distance, chi-square). Dans un premier temps nous évaluons la performance de notre approche avec différentes combinaisons de détecteurs de points d’intérêt, de descripteurs, de noyaux et de classifiants. Puis nous comparons nos résultats avec des méthodes de l’état de l’art sur quatre bases de textures et cinq bases d’objets. Sur la plupart de ces bases, nos performances sont meilleures que celles de l’état de l’art et comparables pour le reste. Enfin, nous mesurons l’influence de la corrélation des fonds sur les performances de reconnaissance sur la base PASCAL, pour laquelle on dispose de la localisation exacte des objets. Nos expérimentations démontrent que la représentation d’images à base de distribution de descripteurs locaux est très efficace pour la classification d’objets et de textures, dans des conditions réelles telles que de fortes variations intra-classes et un fond complexe.

Mots-clés : reconnaissance de textures, reconnaissance d’objets, détecteurs de points d’intérêt invariants aux transformations affines et à l’échelle, machines à vecteurs support, méthodes par noyaux
1 Introduction

The recognition of texture and object categories is one of the most challenging problems in computer vision, especially in the presence of intra-class variation, clutter, occlusion, and pose changes. Recent achievements in both texture and object recognition have demonstrated that using local features, or descriptors computed at a sparse set of scale- or affine-invariant keypoints, tends to be an effective approach \cite{14, 27, 47, 52}. At the same time, Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers \cite{46} have shown their promise for visual classification tasks (see \cite{43} for an early example), and the development of specialized kernels suitable for use with local features has emerged as a fruitful line of research \cite{5, 12, 18, 32, 40, 50}. To date, most evaluations of methods combining kernels and local features have been small-scale and limited to one or two datasets. Moreover, the backgrounds in many of these datasets, such as COIL-100 \cite{20} are either (mostly) uniform or highly correlated with the foreground objects, so that the performance of the methods on challenging real-world imagery cannot be assessed properly. This motivates us to build an effective image classification approach combining a bag-of-keypoints representation with a kernel-based learning method and to test the limits of its performance on the most challenging databases available today. Our study consists of three components:

**Evaluation of implementation choices.** In this paper, we place a particular emphasis on producing a carefully engineered recognition system, where every component has been chosen to maximize performance. To this end, we conduct a comprehensive assessment of many available choices for our method, including keypoint detector type, level of geometric invariance, feature descriptor, and classifier kernel. Several practical insights emerge from this process. For example, we show that a combination of multiple detectors and descriptors usually achieves better results than even the most discriminative individual detector/descriptor channel. Also, for most datasets in our evaluation, we show that local features with the highest possible level of invariance do not yield the best performance. Thus, in attempting to design the most effective recognition system for a practical application, one should seek to incorporate multiple types of complementary features, but make sure that their local invariance properties do not exceed the level absolutely required for a given application.

**Comparison with existing methods.** We conduct a comparative evaluation with several state-of-the-art methods for texture and object classification on four texture and five object databases. For texture classification, our approach outperforms existing methods on Brodatz \cite{4}, KTH-TIPS \cite{19} and UIUCTex \cite{27} datasets, and obtains comparable results on the CUREt dataset \cite{9}. For object category classification, our approach outperforms existing methods on the Xerox7 \cite{52}, Graz \cite{41}, CalTech6 \cite{14}, CalTech101 \cite{13} and the more difficult test set of the PASCAL challenge \cite{1}. It obtains comparable results on the easier PASCAL test set. The power of orderless bag-of-keypoints representations is not particularly surprising in the case of texture images, which lack clutter and have uniform statistical properties. However, it is not a priori obvious that such representations are sufficient for object category classification, since they ignore spatial relations and do not separate foreground from...
Influence of background features. As stated above, our bag-of-keypoints method uses both foreground and background features to make a classification decision about the image as a whole. For many existing object datasets, background features are not completely uncorrelated from the foreground, and may thus provide inadvertent “hints” for recognition (e.g., cars are frequently pictured on a road or in a parking lot, while faces tend to appear against indoor backgrounds). Therefore, to obtain a complete understanding of how bags-of-keypoints methods work, it is important to analyze the separate contributions of foreground and background features. To our knowledge, such an analysis has not been undertaken to date. In this paper, we study the influence of background features on the diverse and challenging PASCAL benchmark. Our experiments reveal that, while backgrounds do in fact contain some discriminative information for the foreground category, particularly in “easier” datasets, using foreground and background features together does not improve the performance of our method. Thus, even in the presence of background correlations, it is the features on the objects themselves that play the key role for recognition. But at the same time, we show the danger of training the recognition system on datasets with monotonous or highly correlated backgrounds—such a system does not perform well on a more complex test set.

For object recognition, we have deliberately limited our evaluations to the image-level classification task, i.e. classifying an entire test image as belonging to one of a fixed number of texture classes or as containing an instance of one of a fixed number of given object classes. This task must be clearly distinguished from localization, or reporting a location hypothesis for the object that is judged to be present. Though it is possible to perform localization with a bag-of-keypoints representation, e.g., by incorporating a probabilistic model that can report the likelihood of an individual feature for a given image and category [47], evaluation of localization accuracy is beyond the scope of the present paper. It is important to emphasize that we do not propose basic bag-of-keypoints methods as a solution to the general object recognition problem. Instead, we seek to demonstrate that, given the right implementation choices, simple orderless image representations with suitable kernels can be surprisingly effective on a wide variety of imagery. Thus, they can serve as good baselines for measuring the difficulty of newly acquired datasets and for evaluating more sophisticated recognition approaches that incorporate structural information about the object.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents existing approaches for texture and object recognition. The components of our approach are described in section 3. Results are given in section 4. We first evaluate the implementation choices relevant to our approach, i.e., we compare different detectors and descriptors as well as different kernels. We then compare our approach to existing texture and object category classification methods. In section 5 we evaluate the the effect of changes to the object background. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary of our findings and a discussion of future work.
2 Related work

In this paper, we apply the same image modeling and classification method to both texture and object recognition tasks, which have typically been studied as separate problems in the computer vision literature. This section gives a brief survey of pertinent recent work in these two fields.

2.1 Texture recognition

A major challenge in the field of texture analysis and recognition is achieving invariance under a wide range of geometric and photometric transformations. Early research in this domain has concentrated on global 2D image transformations, such as rotation and scaling \[7, 34\]. However, such models do not accurately capture the effects of 3D transformations (even in-plane rotations) of textured surfaces. More recently, there has been a great deal of interest in recognizing images of textured surfaces subjected to lighting and viewpoint changes \[8, 9, 28, 30, 48, 49, 53\]. Distribution-based methods have been introduced for classifying 3D textures under varying poses and illumination changes. The basic idea is to compute a texton histogram based on a universal representative texton dictionary. Leung and Malik \[28\] constructed a 3D texton representation for classifying a “stack” of registered images of a test material with known imaging parameters. The special requirement of calibrated cameras limits the usage of this method in most practical situations. This limitation was removed by the work of Cula and Dana \[8\], who used single-image histograms of 2D textons. Varma and Zisserman \[48, 49\] have further improved 2D texton-based representations, achieving very high levels of accuracy on the Columbia-Utrecht reflectance and texture (CUReT) database \[9\]. The descriptors used in their work are filter bank outputs \[48\] and raw pixel values \[49\]. Hayman et al. \[19\] extend this method by using support vector machine classifiers with a kernel based on \(\chi^2\) histogram distance. Even though these methods have been successful in the complex task of classifying images of materials despite significant appearance changes, their representations themselves are not invariant to the changes in question. In particular, the support regions for computing descriptors are fixed by hand; no adaptation is performed to compensate for changes in surface orientation with respect to the camera. Lazebnik et al. \[27\] have proposed a different strategy, namely, an intrinsically invariant image representation based on distributions of appearance descriptors computed at a sparse set of affine-invariant keypoints (in contrast, earlier approaches to texture recognition can be called dense, since they compute appearance descriptors at every pixel). This approach has achieved very promising results for texture classification under significant viewpoint changes. In the experiments presented in this paper, we take this approach as a starting point and further improve its discriminative power with the help of a kernel-based learning method.
2.2 Object recognition

The earliest work on appearance-based object recognition has mainly utilized global descriptions such as color or texture histograms [39, 43, 45]. The main drawback of such methods is their sensitivity to real-world sources of variability such as viewpoint and lighting changes, clutter and occlusions. For this reason, global methods were gradually supplanted over the last decade by part-based methods, which became one of the dominant paradigms in the object recognition community. Part-based object models combine appearance descriptors of local features with a representation of their spatial relations. Initially, part-based methods relied on simple Harris interest points, which only provided translation invariance [2, 51]. Subsequently, local features with higher degrees of invariance were used to obtain robustness against scaling changes [14] and affine deformations [26]. While part-based models offer an intellectually satisfying way of representing many real-world objects, learning and inference problems for spatial relations remain extremely complex and computationally intensive, especially in a weakly supervised setting where the location of the object in a training image has not been marked by hand. On the other hand, orderless bag-of-keypoints methods [47, 52] have the advantage of simplicity and computational efficiency, though they fail to represent the geometric structure of the object class or to distinguish between foreground and background features. For these reasons, bag-of-keypoints methods can be adversely affected by clutter, just as earlier global methods based on color or gradient histograms. One way to overcome this potential weakness is to use feature selection [11] or boosting [41] to retain only the most discriminative features for recognition. Another approach is to design novel kernels that can yield high discriminative power despite the noise and irrelevant information that may be present in local feature sets [32, 18, 50]. While these methods have obtained promising results, they have not been extensively tested on databases featuring heavily cluttered, uncorrelated backgrounds, so the true extent of their robustness has not been conclusively determined. Our own approach is related to that of Grauman and Darrell [18], who have developed a kernel that approximates the optimal partial matching between two feature sets. Specifically, we use a kernel based on the Earth Mover’s Distance [44], which solves the partial matching problem exactly. Finally, we note that our image representation is similar to that of [52], though our choice of local features and classifier kernel results in significantly higher performance.

3 Components of the representation

This section introduces our image representation based on sparse local features. We first discuss scale- and affine-invariant local regions and the descriptors of their appearance. We then describe different image signatures and similarity measures suitable for comparing them.
3.1 Scale- and affine-invariant region detectors

In this paper, we use two complementary local region detector types to extract salient image structures: The Harris-Laplace detector [37] responds to corner-like regions, while the Laplacian detector [29] extracts blob-like regions (Figure 1). At the most basic level, these two detectors are invariant to scale transformations alone, i.e., they output circular regions at a certain characteristic scale. To achieve rotation invariance, we can either use rotationally invariant descriptors—for example, SPIN and RIFT [27], as presented in the following section—or rotate the circular regions in the direction of the dominant gradient orientation [31, 37]. In our implementation, the dominant gradient orientation is computed as the average of all gradient orientations in the region. Finally, we obtain affine-invariant versions of the Harris-Laplace and Laplacian detectors through the use of an affine adaptation procedure [16, 36]. Affinely adapted detectors output ellipse-shaped regions which are then normalized, i.e., transformed into circles. Normalization leaves a rotational ambiguity that can be eliminated either by using rotation-invariant descriptors or by finding the dominant gradient orientation, as described above.

![Harris-Laplace detector](image1)
![Laplacian detector](image2)

Figure 1: Illustration of affine Harris and Laplacian regions on two natural images.
3.2 Descriptors

The normalized circular patches obtained by the detectors described in the previous section serve as domains of support for computing appearance-based descriptors. Many different descriptors have been presented in the literature (see [35] for an overview). In this paper we use three different descriptors: SIFT, SPIN and RIFT. The SIFT descriptor [31] has been shown to outperform a set of existing descriptors [35], while SPIN and RIFT, introduced by [27], have achieved good performance in the context of texture classification.

The SIFT descriptor computes a gradient orientation histogram within the support region. For each of 8 orientation planes, the gradient image is sampled over a $4 \times 4$ grid of locations, thus resulting in a $4 \times 4 \times 8 = 128$ feature vector for each region. A Gaussian window function is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This makes the descriptor less sensitive to the small changes in the position of the support region and puts more emphasis on the gradients that are near the center of the region.

The SPIN descriptor, based on spin images used for matching range data [23], is a rotation-invariant two-dimensional histogram of intensities within an image region. The two dimensions of the histogram are $d$, the distance of the center, and $i$, the intensity value. The entry at $(d, i)$ is simply the probability of the occurrence of pixels with intensity value $i$ at a fixed distance $d$ from the center of the patch. We follow the same implementations of the spin images as [27], i.e., it is considered as a soft histogram. In our experiments, we use 10 bins for distance and 10 for intensity value, thus resulting in 100-dimensional feature vectors.

The RIFT descriptor is a rotation-invariant version of SIFT. An image region is divided into concentric rings of equal width, and a gradient orientation histogram is computed within each ring. To obtain rotation invariance, gradient orientation is measured at each point relative to the direction pointing outward from the center. We use four rings and eight histogram orientations, yielding a 32-dimensional feature vector.

To obtain robustness to illumination changes, our descriptors are made invariant to affine illumination transformations of the form $aI(x) + b$. For SPIN and RIFT descriptors each support region is normalized with the mean and standard deviation of the region intensities. For SIFT descriptors the norm of each descriptor is scaled to one [31].

Following the terminology of [27], we consider each detector/descriptor pair as a separate “channel.” As explained in Section 3.1 our detectors offer different levels of invariance: scale invariance only (S), scale with rotation invariance (SR), and affine invariance (A). We denote the Harris detector with different levels of invariance as HS, HSR and HA and the Laplacian detector as LS, LSR and LA. Recall that HSR and LSR regions are obtained from HS and LS by finding the dominant gradient orientation, while for HS and LS, the dominant orientation is assumed to be horizontal for the purpose of computing SIFT descriptors. The combination of multiple detector/descriptor channels is denoted by $(\text{detector} + \text{detector})(\text{descriptor} + \text{descriptor})$, e.g., $(\text{HS} + \text{LS})(\text{SIFT} + \text{SPIN})$ means the combination of HS and LS detectors each described with SIFT and SPIN descriptors.
3.3 Comparing distributions of local features

After detecting salient local regions and computing their descriptors as described in the previous section, we need to represent their distributions in the training and test images. One method for doing this is to cluster the set of descriptors found in each image to form its signature \( \{(p_1, u_1), \ldots, (p_m, u_m)\} \), where \( m \) is the number of clusters, \( p_i \) is the center of the \( i \)th cluster, and \( u_i \) is the relative size of the cluster (the number of descriptors in the cluster divided by the total number of descriptors extracted from the image). Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [44] has shown to be very suitable for measuring the similarity between image signatures. The EMD between two signatures \( S_1 = \{(p_1, u_1), \ldots, (p_m, u_m)\} \) and \( S_2 = \{(q_1, w_1), \ldots, (q_n, w_n)\} \) is defined as follows:

\[
D(S_1, S_2) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^m \sum_{j=1}^n f_{ij} d(p_i, q_j)}{\sum_{i=1}^m \sum_{j=1}^n f_{ij}}
\]

where \( f_{ij} \) is a flow value that can be determined by solving a linear programming problem, and \( d(p_i, q_j) \) is the ground distance between cluster centers \( p_i \) and \( q_j \). We use Euclidean distance as the ground distance and extract 40 clusters with \( k \)-means for each image. Note that EMD is a cross-bin dissimilarity measure and can handle variable-length representation of distributions, i.e., \( m \) and \( n \) do not have to be the same.

An alternative to image signatures is to obtain a global texton vocabulary (or visual vocabulary) by clustering descriptors from a special training set, and then to represent each image in the database as a histogram of texton labels [8, 48, 49, 52]. Given a global texton vocabulary of size \( m \), the \( i \)th entry of a histogram is the proportion of all descriptors in the image having label \( i \). To compare two histograms \( S_1 = (u_1, \ldots, u_m) \) and \( S_2 = (w_1, \ldots, w_m) \), we use the \( \chi^2 \) distance defined as

\[
D(S_1, S_2) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^m \frac{(u_i - w_i)^2}{u_i + w_i}.
\]

In our experiments, we extract 10 textons (clusters) with \( k \)-means for each class and then concatenate textons of different classes to form a global vocabulary.

3.4 Kernel-based classification

For classification, we use Support Vector Machines (SVM) [40]. In a two-class case, the decision function for a test sample \( x \) has the following form:

\[
g(x) = \sum_i \alpha_i y_i K(x_i, x) - b,
\]

where \( K(x_i, x) \) is the value of a kernel function for the training sample \( x_i \) and the test sample \( x \), \( y_i \) the class label of \( x_i \) (+1 or −1), \( \alpha_i \) the learned weight of the training sample \( x_i \), and \( b \) is a learned threshold parameter. The training samples with weight \( \alpha_i > 0 \) are usually called support vectors. In the following, we use the two-class setting for binary detection, i.e.,
classifying images as containing or not a given object class. To obtain a detector response, we use the raw output of the SVM, given by Eq. (1). By placing different thresholds on this output, we vary the decision function to obtain Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves such as the ones in Figs. 16 to 19. For multi-class classification, different methods to extend binary SVMs tend to perform similarly in practice [46]. We use the one-against-one technique, which trains a classifier for each possible pair of classes. When classifying a pattern, we evaluate all binary classifiers, and classify according to which of the classes gets the highest number of votes. A vote for a given class is defined as a classifier putting the pattern into that class. Experimental comparisons on our dataset confirm that the one-against-one and one-against-other techniques give almost the same results.

To incorporate EMD or $\chi^2$ distance into the SVM framework, we use extended Gaussian kernels [6, 22]:

$$K(S_i, S_j) = \exp \left( -\frac{1}{A} D(S_i, S_j) \right) ,$$  

where $D(S_i, S_j)$ is EMD (resp. $\chi^2$ distance) if $S_i$ and $S_j$ are image signatures (resp. vocabulary-histograms). The resulting kernel is the EMD kernel (or $\chi^2$ kernel).

The $\chi^2$ kernel is a Mercer kernel [15]. We do not have a proof of the positive definiteness for the EMD-kernel; however, in our experiments, this kernel has always yielded positive definite Gram matrices. In addition, it must be noted that even non-Mercer kernels often work well in real applications [6]. Our two kernels are simple and efficient to compute. In contrast with some alternative kernels, such as the ones based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence [38], the $\chi^2$ and EMD kernels are parameter-free, and they do not require the estimation of distribution parameters using a time-consuming EM/MCMC algorithm as in [38].

To combine different channels, we sum their distances, i.e., $D = \sum_i D_i$ where $D_i$ is the similarity measure for channel $i$. We then apply the generalized Gaussian kernel, Eq. (2), to the combined distance. The parameter $A$ of the EMD (resp. $\chi^2$) kernel is the mean value of the EMD (resp. $\chi^2$) distances between all training images. Note that a more principled way to obtain a good value of $A$ is through cross-validation. However, we find that our values work well in our experiments.

4 Empirical Evaluation

4.1 Experimental setup

For our experimental evaluation, we use four texture and five object category datasets, described in detail in the following two sections. The texture datasets are UIUCTex [27], KTH-TIPS [19], Brodatz [4], and CURET [9]. The object category datasets are Xerox7 [52], Graz [41], CalTech6 [14], CalTech101 [13] and Pascal [1].
4.1.1 Texture datasets

The UIUCTex dataset contains 25 texture classes with 40 images per class. Textures are viewed under significant scale and viewpoint changes. Furthermore, the dataset includes non-rigid deformations, illumination changes and viewpoint-dependent appearance variations. Fig. 2 presents four sample images per class, each showing a textured surface viewed under different poses.

Figure 2: Four samples each of the 25 texture classes of the UIUCTex dataset. The database may be downloaded from http://www-cvr.ai.uiuc.edu/poncegrp.

The KTH-TIPS dataset contains 10 texture classes. Images are captured at nine scales spanning two octaves (relative scale changes from 0.5 to 2), viewed under three different illumination directions and three different poses, thus giving a total of 9 images per
scale, and 81 images per material. Example images with scale and illumination changes are shown in Fig. 3. From this figure, we can see that scaling and illumination changes increase the intra-class variability and reduce the inter-class separability. For example, the sponge surface under scale S3 looks somewhat similar to the cotton surface under scale S3. This increases the difficulties of the classification task.

![Image examples of the KTH-TIPS database](http://www.nada.kth.se/cvap/databases/kth-tips)

Figure 3: Image examples of the KTH-TIPS database. S1, S2 and S3 indicate different scales, i.e. the relative scales 0.5, 1 and 2.0 respectively. I1, I2 represent two different illuminations. The database may be downloaded from [http://www.nada.kth.se/cvap/databases/kth-tips](http://www.nada.kth.se/cvap/databases/kth-tips).

The Brodatz texture album [4] is a well-known benchmark dataset. It contains 112 different texture classes where each class is represented by one image divided into nine sub-images (cf. Figure 4). Note that this dataset is somewhat limited, as it does not model viewpoint, scale, or illumination changes.

![Image examples of the Brodatz textures](http://www.nada.kth.se/cvap/databases/kth-tips)

Figure 4: Image examples of the Brodatz textures. Each image is divided into 9 non-overlapping sub-images for experiments.

For the CUReT texture database [9] we use the same subset of images as [48, 49]. This subset contains 61 texture classes with 92 images for each class. These images are
captured under different illuminations with seven different viewing directions. The changes of viewpoint, and, to a greater extent, of the illumination direction, significantly affect the texture appearance, cf. Fig. 5.

![Image Examples](image)

**Figure 5:** Image examples of CUReT textures under different illuminations and viewpoints.

For texture classification, we evaluate the dependence of performance on the number of training images per class. To avoid bias, we randomly select 100 different groups of $n$ training images. The remaining images are used for testing. The results are reported as the average value and standard deviation over the 100 runs.

### 4.1.2 Object category datasets

The **Xerox7** dataset consists of 1776 images of seven classes: bikes, books, buildings, cars, faces, phones and trees. This is a challenging dataset, as it includes images with highly variable pose and background clutter, and the intra-class variability is large. Some of the images are shown in Fig. 6. We use the same setup as in [52], i.e. we perform multi-class classification with ten-fold cross-validation and report the average accuracy.

![Image Examples](image)

**Figure 6:** Images of categories bikes, books, buildings, cars, faces, phones and trees of the Xerox7 dataset. Note that all of them are classified correctly with our approach.
The CalTech6 database [14] contains airplanes (side) (1074 images), cars (rear) (1155 images), cars (side) (720 images), faces (front) (450 images), motorbikes (side) (826 images), spotted cats (200 images), and a background set (900 images). The original category of spotted cats is from the Corel image library and contains 100 images. Here we flipped the original images to have the same set as used in [14]. We use the same training and test set for two-class classification (object vs. background) as [14]. Some images are presented in Fig. 7.

![Image examples of the six categories of CalTech6 dataset. The dataset may be downloaded from http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data.](http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data)

---

The car (side) images are from the UIUC car dataset [2], http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/Data/Car. 

---

Figure 7: Image examples of the six categories of CalTech6 dataset. The dataset may be downloaded from http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data.

![Image examples of the two categories and a background class of Graz dataset. The images on the left are correctly classified with our approach, the images on the right were misclassified. The dataset may be obtained from http://www.emt.tugraz.at/~pinz/data.](http://www.emt.tugraz.at/~pinz/data)

---

Figure 8: Image examples of the two categories and a background class of Graz dataset. The images on the left are correctly classified with our approach, the images on the right were misclassified. The dataset may be obtained from http://www.emt.tugraz.at/~pinz/data.

1 The car (side) images are from the UIUC car dataset [2], http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp/Data/Car.
The Graz dataset contains persons, bikes and a background class. Some of the images are shown in Fig. We use the same training and test set for two-class classification as , for a total of 350 images.

The PASCAL dataset includes four categories: bicycles, cars, motorbikes and people. It has one training dataset (684 images) and two test sets (test set 1: 689 images, test set 2: 956 images). In test set 1, expected to make an 'easier' challenge, images are taken from the same distribution as the training images. In test set 2, images are collected by Google search and thus come from a different distribution than the training data. This should make a 'harder' challenge. Image examples from the training set and the two test sets of each category are shown in Fig. An additional complication is that many images in test set 2 contain instances of several classes. Note that in this dataset, ground truth annotations of each object are also available. They are shown as yellow rectangles in Fig. In Section we will use this information to isolate the contributions of foreground and background features.

![Image examples with ground truth object annotation of different categories of the PASCAL challenge.](http://www.pascal-network.org/challenges/VOC/voc/index.html)

The CalTech dataset contains 101 object categories with 40 to 800 images per category. Some of the images are shown in Fig. Most of the images in the database contain little or no clutter. Furthermore, the objects tend to lie in the center of the image and to be present in similar poses. Note that the publicly available dataset contains two classes for face—called face and faces_easy—and that the zebra category cited in is
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missing. Furthermore, some images have a partially black background due to artificial image rotations. We follow the experimental setup of Grauman et al. [18], i.e., we randomly select 30 training images per class and test on the remaining images reporting the average accuracy. We repeat the random selection 10 times and report the average classification accuracy and its variance.

Figure 10: Image examples of the CalTech101 dataset. On the left the three classes with the best classification rates and on the right those with the lowest rates. The dataset may be downloaded from http://www.vision.caltech.edu/ImageDatasets/Caltech101.

4.2 Evaluation of implementation parameters

In this section we evaluate the main implementation choices of our approach, including the relative performance of different levels of invariance, different detector/descriptor channels, and different types of SVM kernels. To give a complete picture of the functioning of our system, we conclude this section by reporting on the running times of different implementation components.

**Evaluation of different levels of invariance.** First, we show the results of evaluating different levels of invariance (S, SR, A) of our two keypoint detectors on several datasets. In this test, all regions are described with the SIFT descriptor and the EMD kernel is used for classification. Table [1] shows that pure scale invariance (S) performs best for the Brodatz, KTH-TIPS and Xerox7 datasets, while for UIUC Tex, rotation invariance (SR) is important. The reason is that Brodatz, KTH-TIPS and Xerox7 have no rotation or affine changes (in the Xerox7 images, no face is rotated by more than 45 degrees and no car is upside
down), while UIUCTex has significant viewpoint changes and arbitrary rotations. Even in this case, affine-invariant features fail to outperform the scale- and rotation-invariant ones. Thus, somewhat surprisingly, affine invariance does not help even for datasets with significant viewpoint changes, such as UIUCTex. The apparent superiority of scale-invariant detectors for recognition could be due to their greater robustness, as the affine adaptation process can often be unstable in the presence of large affine or perspective distortions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Databases</th>
<th>Scale Invariance</th>
<th>Scale and Rotation</th>
<th>Affine Invariance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>HS+LS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIUCTex</td>
<td>89.7 ± 1.5</td>
<td>91.2 ± 1.5</td>
<td>92.2 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTH-TIPS</td>
<td>92.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>94.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>94.4 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brodatz</td>
<td>89.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>94.9 ± 0.7</td>
<td>94.4 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xerox7</td>
<td>92.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>93.9 ± 1.5</td>
<td>94.7 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation of different levels of invariance. We use the SIFT descriptor and the EMD-kernel. The number of training images per class are 20 for UIUCTex, 40 for KTH-TIPS, 3 for Brodatz. For Xerox7, we use ten-fold cross-validation.

**Evaluation of different channels.** Next, we compare the performance of different detector/descriptor channels and their combinations. We use the EMD kernel for classification and report results for the level of invariance achieving the best performance for each dataset. Tables 2 to 5 show results for three texture datasets and the Xerox7 dataset (the behavior of all the channels on the other datasets is similar). We can see that the Laplacian detector tends to perform better than the Harris detector. The most likely reason for this difference is that the Laplacian detector tends to extract four to five times more regions per image than Harris-Laplace, thus producing a richer representation. Using the two detectors together tends to further raise performance. SIFT and SPIN descriptors perform better than RIFT, while overall, SIFT is slightly better than SPIN. It is not surprising that RIFT performs worse than SIFT, since it averages gradient orientations over a ring-shaped region and therefore loses important spatial information. We have experimented with increasing the dimensionality of RIFT to 128, but this did not improve its performance. Combining SIFT with SPIN and RIFT with SPIN boosts the overall performance because the two descriptors capture different kinds of information (gradients vs. intensity values). As expected, however, combining RIFT with SIFT and SPIN results only in an insignificant improvement, as SIFT and RIFT capture the same type of information. Overall, the combination of Harris-Laplace and Laplacian detectors with SIFT and SPIN is the preferable choice in terms of classification accuracy, and this is the setup used in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. In Section 5, we drop the SPIN descriptor for computational efficiency. Finally, it is interesting to note that in the nearest-neighbor classification framework of [27], direct combination of different channels could result in a decrease of overall performance. However, in a kernel-based classification framework, this problem is avoided.
### Table 2: Detector and descriptor evaluation on UIUCTex using 20 training images per class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>SIFT</th>
<th>SPIN</th>
<th>RIFT</th>
<th>SIFT+SPIN</th>
<th>RIFT+SPIN</th>
<th>SIFT+SPIN+RIFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>97.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>95.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>94.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>97.9 ± 0.6</td>
<td>97.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>98.1 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>97.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>96.0 ± 0.9</td>
<td>96.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>98.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>97.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>98.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA+LA</td>
<td>98.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>97.0 ± 0.7</td>
<td>97.0 ± 0.7</td>
<td>98.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>98.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>98.7 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR</td>
<td>97.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>95.9 ± 1.1</td>
<td>95.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>97.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>96.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>97.8 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSR</td>
<td>97.7 ± 0.6</td>
<td>93.9 ± 1.0</td>
<td>94.8 ± 1.0</td>
<td>98.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>96.9 ± 0.8</td>
<td>98.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR+LSR</td>
<td>98.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>96.2 ± 0.8</td>
<td>96.0 ± 0.9</td>
<td>98.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>97.7 ± 0.7</td>
<td>98.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Detector and descriptor evaluation on Brodatz using 3 training images per class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>SIFT</th>
<th>SPIN</th>
<th>RIFT</th>
<th>SIFT+SPIN</th>
<th>RIFT+SPIN</th>
<th>SIFT+SPIN+RIFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSR</td>
<td>93.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>86.1 ± 1.1</td>
<td>82.7 ± 1.6</td>
<td>92.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>89.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>92.8 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSR</td>
<td>94.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>87.9 ± 1.0</td>
<td>88.9 ± 0.9</td>
<td>93.2 ± 0.8</td>
<td>91.3 ± 0.9</td>
<td>94.1 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR+LSR</td>
<td>94.0 ± 0.9</td>
<td>90.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>89.0 ± 1.0</td>
<td>94.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>92.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>94.9 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Detector and descriptor evaluation on KTH-TIPS using 40 training images per class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>SIFT</th>
<th>SPIN</th>
<th>RIFT</th>
<th>SIFT+SPIN</th>
<th>RIFT+SPIN</th>
<th>SIFT+SPIN+RIFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>92.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>90.8 ± 1.6</td>
<td>82.3 ± 2.0</td>
<td>94.2 ± 1.6</td>
<td>91.7 ± 1.6</td>
<td>94.1 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>94.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>94.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>86.5 ± 1.9</td>
<td>96.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td>96.0 ± 1.3</td>
<td>96.1 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS+LS</td>
<td>94.4 ± 1.7</td>
<td>94.2 ± 1.4</td>
<td>86.7 ± 1.8</td>
<td>95.5 ± 1.3</td>
<td>94.3 ± 1.4</td>
<td>95.6 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Detector and descriptor evaluation on Xerox7 using ten-fold cross-validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>SIFT</th>
<th>SPIN</th>
<th>RIFT</th>
<th>SIFT+SPIN</th>
<th>RIFT+SPIN</th>
<th>SIFT+SPIN+RIFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>92.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>83.0 ± 1.9</td>
<td>83.8 ± 3.1</td>
<td>91.4 ± 2.1</td>
<td>87.8 ± 2.4</td>
<td>92.0 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>93.9 ± 1.5</td>
<td>88.6 ± 2.0</td>
<td>89.1 ± 1.1</td>
<td>94.3 ± 0.9</td>
<td>90.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>93.9 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS+LS</td>
<td>94.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>89.5 ± 1.4</td>
<td>89.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>94.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>91.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>94.7 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evaluation of different kernels.** The learning ability of a kernel classifier depends on the type of kernel used. Here we compare SVM with five different kernels, i.e., linear, quadratic, Radial Basis Function (RBF), $\chi^2$, and EMD. As a baseline, we also evaluate EMD with nearest-neighbor classification, the same setup as in Lazebnik et al. [27]. For the signature-based classifiers (EMD-NN and EMD kernel), we use 40 clusters per image as before. For the other SVM kernels, which work on histogram representations, we create a global vocabulary by concatenating ten clusters per class. For UIUCTex, KTH-TIPS, Brodatz, and Xerox7, the vocabulary sizes are 250, 100, 1120, and 70, respectively. Table 6 shows classification results for the LSR+SIFT channel, which are representative of all other channels. We can see that EMD+NN always performs worse than the EMD kernel, i.e., that a discriminative approach gives a significant improvement. The difference is particularly large for the Xerox7 database, which has wide intra-class variability. Among the
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*We also tried $k$-nearest-neighbor with $k > 1$, but did not observe better performance.*
vocabulary/histogram representations, the $\chi^2$ kernel performs better than linear, quadratic, and RBF. Compared with the EMD kernel, the $\chi^2$ kernel shows slightly higher accuracy except on Xerox7. This is due to the relatively small size of the global vocabulary for that database. If we increase the number of textons for Xerox7 to 1000, the accuracy increases from 89% to 93%, now similar to the EMD kernel. We can also increase the number of clusters for the EMD kernel. For example, for the KTH-TIPS database, if we compute EMD based on the global vocabulary of 100 clusters instead of using 40 individual clusters per image, the performance of the EMD kernel increases from 93% to 94% and is now similar to the $\chi^2$ kernel. This indicates that the performance levels of the two kernels are substantially the same. Thus, either of them is a good choice in our framework provided that a suitable vocabulary can be built efficiently. To avoid the computational expense of building global vocabularies for each dataset, we use the EMD kernel in the following experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Databases</th>
<th>Vocabulary-Histogram</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Quadratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIUCTex</td>
<td>97.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>84.8 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTH-TIPS</td>
<td>91.9 ± 1.4</td>
<td>75.8 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brodatz</td>
<td>96.1 ± 0.8</td>
<td>86.3 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xerox7</td>
<td>79.8 ± 3.0</td>
<td>70.9 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Classification accuracy of different kernels for LSR+SIFT. The number of training images per class are 20 for UIUCTex, 40 for KTH-TIPS, 3 for Brodatz. For Xerox7, we use ten-fold cross-validation.

**Evaluation of running times.** The implementation of our recognition system consists of the following major stages: region detection, description computation, clustering, training (computing the Gram matrix based on EMD or $\chi^2$ distances between each pair of training images, and learning the SVM parameters), and testing. Here we take the PASCAL dataset as an example to give a detailed evaluation of the computational cost of each stage. The size of the vocabulary is 1000 (250 clusters per class), which is sufficient to have good results. All components of our system are implemented in C and run on a computer with a 3 GHz Intel CPU and 1 GB of RAM. Tables 7 and 8 report average running times obtained by dividing the total running time of each stage by the number of images or comparisons. In the tables, $n = 684$ is the number of training images, $m = 1645$ is the number of test images (test sets 1 and 2 combined), $c = 4$ is the number of classes, and $\|sv\|$ is the number of support vectors. The range of $\|sv\|$ is 382 to 577 for the EMD kernel, and 268 to 503 for the $\chi^2$ kernel. Note that in listing the running time of the training stage, we neglect the time for learning the SVM parameters, since it is dominated by the time for computing the Gram matrix.

We can see that the Laplacian channel is usually slower than the Harris-Laplace channel due to its much denser representation. Also, the computation of SPIN is a bit slower than SIFT because we implement SPIN as a soft histogram [27], which involves a large number of exponential computations. Furthermore, we can see that the bottleneck of the computation
cost for the $\chi^2$ method is the stage of forming the global texton vocabulary, whereas for the EMD the computation of Gram matrices (necessary during training and testing) is quite time consuming. In our implementation, we use a standard $k$-means program with 8 different initializations, and select the one with the lowest error at convergence (the clustering times reported in the tables are the averages for one round).

Taking the (HS+LS)+(SIFT+SPIN) combination of the channels, the total training time for $n = 684$ including 8 runs of $k$-means is 9h49m for the EMD kernel and 18h42m for the $\chi^2$ kernel. The average time for classifying a test image of the PASCAL database with (HS+LS)+(SIFT+SPIN) is 53.1s for the EMD kernel and 30.7s for the $\chi^2$ kernel. Overall, the $\chi^2$ kernel is slower than the EMD kernel when considering the vocabulary construction time. This is the main reason that we have preferred the EMD kernel for most of our evaluations. In the future, we plan to experiment with efficient clustering methods, such as $x$-means with kd-trees [42], to improve the speed of vocabulary construction.

### 4.3 Texture classification

In this section, we present a comparative evaluation of our approach with four state-of-the-art texture classification methods: Lazebnik’s method [27], VZ-joint [49], Hayman’s method [19], and global Gabor filters [33]. Lazebnik’s method uses (HA+LA)/(SPIN+RIFT) for image description, and nearest neighbor classification with EMD. VZ-joint [49] uses $N \times N$ pixel neighborhoods as image descriptors and performs clustering on a dense representation. In our experiments we use $N = 7$, i.e., a 49-dimensional feature vector as suggested in [49]. Each pixel is labeled by its nearest texton center, and the representation is the distribution of all of the texton labels. $\chi^2$ distance is used as similarity measure and combined with nearest-
neighbor classification. Hayman’s method [19] is an extension of the VZ approach. They use the VZ-MR8 (maximum filter response independent of orientation) descriptor [48] and SVM with $\chi^2$ kernel for classification. In our implementation we use the VZ-joint descriptor instead of VZ-MR8, as VZ-joint has been shown to give better results [19]. Compared with the results for the KTH-TIPS database reported in [19], our implementation gives slightly higher classification accuracy for the same training and test set. Finally, Global Gabor filters [33] is a “traditional” texture analysis method using global mean and standard deviation of the responses of Gabor filters. We use the same Gabor filters as in [33], i.e., 6 orientations and 4 scales. Classification is nearest neighbor based on the Mahalanobis distance.

Comparison on UIUCTex database. Fig. 11 shows the classification accuracy of the five different methods for a varying number of training images. We can observe that both our method and Lazebnik’s method work much better than Hayman’s method and VZ-joint, while Hayman’s method works better than VZ-joint. Overall, the improved performance of our method over Lazebnik’s and of Hayman over VZ-joint shows that discriminative learning helps to achieve robustness to intra-class variability. On this dataset, global Gabor features perform the worst, since they are not invariant and averaging the features over all pixels loses discriminative information. Overall, the three non-invariant dense methods in our evaluation have relatively weak performance on this database, especially for smaller numbers of training images, where they cannot take advantage of multiple exemplars to learn intra-class variations that are not compensated for at the representation level. Finally, Fig. 12 (top row) shows three classes that get the lowest classification rates with our approach. The bottom row shows the texture classes most often confused with the corresponding ones in the top row, and we can see that perceptual similarity helps to account for this confusion.

![Figure 11: Comparison of different methods on the UIUCTex database.](image-url)
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Figure 12: Example images of the most difficult texture classes of UIUC database and their confused classes. The first row shows the most difficult texture classes and the classification accuracy of each class. The second row shows the most confused classes and the confusion rate for the class of the first row.

Comparison on Brodatz database. Table 9 shows results for one and three training images per class. Our method performs best, closely followed by Hayman’s method. We can see that Hayman’s method performs better than VZ-joint, and our method better than Lazebnik’s method. This shows that kernel-based learning improves the performance over nearest neighbor classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>methods</th>
<th>training images per class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ours: (HS+LS)(SIFT+SPIN)</td>
<td>88.8 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayman</td>
<td>88.7 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazebnik</td>
<td>80.0 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VZ-joint</td>
<td>87.1 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Gabor mean+std</td>
<td>80.4 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Comparison on the Brodatz database

Comparison on KTH-TIPS database. Fig. 13 shows the classification accuracy of the five different methods on the KTH-TIPS database for a varying number of training images. We can observe that our method works best, Hayman’s comes second, and VZ-joint and Lazebnik’s method are below them. Lazebnik’s method performs worse on this database than on UIUC-Tex because its image representation is not invariant to illumination changes.
and it does not incorporate a discriminative learning step to compensate for this weakness. Global Gabor filters come in last, though they still give good results and their performance is significantly higher for this database than for UIUCTex. This may be due to the relative homogeneity of the KTH-TIPS texture classes. Note the increase in performance of the global Gabor method between 10 and 40 training images, which confirms that a method with a non-invariant representation needs multiple exemplars to achieve high performance in the presence of significant intra-class variations due to lighting changes.

Comparison on CUReT database. Table 10 shows that Hayman’s method obtains the best results, followed by VZ-joint, our method, global Gabor filters, and Lazebnik’s method. On this dataset, local feature methods are at a disadvantage. Since most of the CUReT textures are very homogeneous and high-frequency, lacking salient structures such as blobs and corners, keypoint extraction does not produce very good image representations. A simple patch descriptor seems to be more appropriate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>methods</th>
<th>Av.Ac.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ours: (HS+LS)(SIFT+SPIN)</td>
<td>95.3 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayman</td>
<td>98.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazebnik</td>
<td>72.5 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VZ-joint</td>
<td>96.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Gabor mean+std</td>
<td>92.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Comparison on the CUReT texture database using 43 training images per class
Discussion. Our method achieves the highest accuracy on three texture databases and comparable results on the CUReT dataset. Its robustness to viewpoint and scale changes has been clearly demonstrated on the UIUCTex and the KTH-TIPS datasets. Our results show that for most datasets, combining geometric invariance at the representation level with a discriminative classifier at the learning level, results in a very effective texture recognition system. Note that even though impressive results are obtained using VZ-joint (patch descriptors) on the CUReT and Brodatz datasets, this method does not perform as well on the other datasets, thus showing its limited applicability. An important factor affecting the performance of local feature methods is image resolution, since keypoint extraction tends to not work well on low-resolution images. For example, CUReT images of size 200 × 200 have on average 236 Harris-Laplace regions and 908 Laplacian regions, while UIUCTex images of size 640 × 480 have an average of 2152 and 8551 regions, respectively. As in our earlier tests showing the advantage of the denser Laplacian detector over the sparser Harris-Laplace, extracting larger numbers of keypoints seems to lead to better performance.

4.4 Object category classification

In this section we evaluate our approach for object category classification and compare it to the results reported in the literature. In the following experiments, we use the combination of the Harris-Laplace and Laplacian detectors described with SIFT and SPIN unless stated otherwise. The EMD kernel and SVM are used for classification.

Comparison on Xerox7. Table 11 shows overall results for multi-class classification on the Xerox7 database. Our method outperforms the Xerox bag-of-keypoints method [52] in the same experimental setting. This is due to the fact that we use a combination of detectors and descriptors, a more robust kernel (EMD vs. linear, see the bottom line of table 6) and scale invariance as opposed to affine invariance (see table 1). Fig. 6 shows some images correctly classified by our method. Table 12 shows the confusion matrix and the classification rates for the individual categories. The most difficult categories are books, buildings and cars. Fig. 14 shows some of the misclassified images for these categories. The first row of Fig. 14 shows book images misclassified as face and building. The second row shows building images misclassified as face and tree: there are trees in front of the buildings. The third row shows car images misclassified as building and phone. The image on the left

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ours: (HS+LS)(SIFT+SPIN)</th>
<th>Xerox [52]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>overall rate</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Classification accuracy on the Xerox7 database.

Note that the overall rate is the average over the individual rates weighted by the number of images in the category.
does contain buildings. This shows the limitation of a whole-image classification method when a test image contains instances of multiple objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>category</th>
<th>bikes</th>
<th>books</th>
<th>buildings</th>
<th>cars</th>
<th>faces</th>
<th>phones</th>
<th>trees</th>
<th>rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bikes</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>books</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buildings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cars</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faces</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phones</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trees</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Confusion matrix for the Xerox7 dataset.

books—misclassified into faces, faces, buildings

buildings—misclassified into faces, trees, trees

cars—misclassified into buildings, phones, phones

Figure 14: Misclassified images of the Xerox7 dataset.

Comparison on Caltech6 and Graz. Results for two-class classification (object vs. background) on the Caltech6 and Graz databases are reported with the ROC equal error rate. Table 13 compares the equal error rates on the Caltech6 dataset of our approach to two of the state-of-the-art methods, the Xerox approach [52] and Fergus et al. [14]. We can see that our method performs best for all of the object classes; however, the results obtained
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by the other methods are also quite high, indicating the relatively low level of difficulty of the CalTech dataset. We also tested our method for two-class classification on the Graz dataset \cite{41} (Table 14). Our method performs significantly better than Opelt et al. \cite{11}. Fig. 8 shows some images correctly classified by our method and misclassified ones. Misclassified bikes are either observed from the front, very small, or only partially visible. Misclassified people are either observed from the back, occluded, or very small.

**Comparison on the PASCAL database.** We also evaluate our approach for the object category classification task of the PASCAL challenge \cite{1}, sample images from which were shown in Fig. 9. Table 15 shows ROC equal error rates of our method for detecting each class vs. the others and of the other best method reported in the PASCAL challenge.

For test set 1 the best results, slightly better than ours, were obtained by Larlus \cite{25}.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & ours: & Xerox \cite{52} & Fergus \cite{14} \\
\hline
airplanes & 98.8 & 97.1 & 90.2 \\
cars (rear) & 97.3 & 98.6 & 90.3 \\
cars (side) & 95.0 & 87.3 & 88.5 \\
faces & 100 & 99.3 & 96.4 \\
motorbikes & 98.5 & 98.0 & 92.5 \\
spotted cats & 97.0 & N/A & 90.0 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{ROC equal error rates on the CalTech6 dataset.}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & ours: & Opelt \cite{41} \\
\hline
bikes & 92.0 & 86.5 \\
people & 88.0 & 80.8 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{ROC equal error rates on the Graz database.}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & test set 1 & & test set 2 & \\
\hline
 & HS & LS & HS+LS & Larlus \cite{25} & HS & LS & HS+LS & Deselaers \cite{10} \\
\hline
bikes & 87.7 & 89.4 & 90.3 & 93.0 & 67.3 & 68.4 & 68.1 & 66.7 \\
cars & 92.7 & 93.0 & 96.1 & 71.2 & 72.3 & 74.1 & 71.6 \\
motorbikes & 93.0 & 95.8 & 96.2 & 97.7 & 75.7 & 79.7 & 79.7 & 76.9 \\
people & 90.4 & 91.6 & 91.7 & 73.3 & 72.8 & 75.3 & 66.9 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{ROC equal error rates for object detection on the PASCAL challenge using the combination of SIFT and SPIN descriptors and EMD kernel.}
\end{table}

\footnote{Note that the results reported here differ slightly from those of the PASCAL challenge. Here we have used the same parameter settings as in the rest of the paper, which are not exactly the same as those in the submission to the PASCAL challenge.}
This approach uses a dense set of multi-scale patches instead of a sparse set of descriptors computed at interest points. For test set 2 best results, below ours, were obtained by Deselaers et al. [10]. They use a combination of patches around interest points and patches on a fixed grid. A short description of all the participating methods may be found in [1].

**Comparison on the CalTech101.** Table 16 shows the results for multi-class classification on CalTech101 dataset. Our approach outperforms Grauman et al. [18] for the same setup. The best results on this dataset (48%) are currently reported by Berg et al. [3]. However, these results are not comparable to ours, since they were obtained in a supervised setting with manually segmented training images. Fig. 10 presents the categories with the best and worst classification rates. We can observe that some of the lowest rates are obtained for categories that are characterized by their shape as opposed to texture, such as anchors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Rate (overall)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ours: (HS+LS)(SIFT+SPIN)</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grauman [18]</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: Classification accuracy on the CalTech101 dataset.

**Discussion.** Our method achieves the highest accuracy on Xerox7, Graz, CalTech6, CalTech101 and PASCAL test set 2. Slightly better results on PASCAL test set 1 were achieved using a dense method [25]. Results for this method are officially published only for PASCAL test set 1, but a recent unpublished evaluation on PASCAL test set 2 reports results slightly worse than ours. It is also worth noting, that the complexity of the mentioned dense method is noticeably higher than ours.

We can observe varying levels of difficulty of the different datasets. Almost perfect results are achieved on the CalTech6, whereas significant room for improvement exists for PASCAL test set 2 and CalTech101.

## 5 Object category classification— influence of background

Our method recognizes object categories in the presence of various backgrounds without segmentation. Thus, it takes both foreground and background features as input. In the following, we examine the roles of these features in discriminating the object categories from the PASCAL challenge. All of the experiments here are done using the signature/EMD kernel framework. Images are characterized with (HS+LS)(SIFT), SPIN is dropped for computational efficiency. Signature size is set to 40 per image.

PASCAL images are annotated with ground truth object regions, as shown in Fig. 9. For each image, we extract two sets of features: foreground features (FF) are those located within the object region, and background features (BF) are those located outside the object region. Note that many object categories have fairly characteristic backgrounds. In the case of cars, for example, most of the images contain a street, a parking lot, or a building. To determine whether this information provides additional cues for classification, we examine...
the change in classification performance when the original background features from an image are replaced by two specially constructed alternative sets: random and constant natural scene backgrounds (referred to as BF-RAND and BF-CONST, respectively). BF-RAND are obtained by randomly shuffling background features among all of the images in the PASCAL dataset. For example, the background of a face image may be replaced by the background of a car image. Note that the total number of features and the relative amount of clutter in an image may be altered as a result of this procedure. BF-CONST are background features extracted from images captured by a fixed camera observing a natural scene over an extended period of time, so they include continuous lighting changes and the movement of trees and clouds (Fig. 15).

Fig. 16 shows ROC curves obtained by training and testing categories on only the background features (BF) for test sets 1 and 2. We can observe that the background features contain a lot of discrimination information for test set 1, i.e. using the background features alone is often sufficient to determine the category of the image. Background features are significantly less discriminant for test set 2. For example, the performance of background features for bicycles is close to chance level. Thus, one of the reasons why test set 2 is
considered more difficult than test set 1, is the fact that its background features are much less correlated with the foreground. The performance of the BF-RAND and BF-CONST feature sets is at chance level as one would expect, since they do not contain any information about the foreground object class by construction.

Figs. 17, 18 and 19 evaluate combinations of foreground features with different types of background features. AF denotes the features extracted from the original image, i.e., a combination of FF and BF; AF-RAND denotes the combination of foreground features with randomly selected background features, i.e., FF and BF-RAND; and AF-CONST denotes the combination of foreground features with identically distributed background features, i.e., FF and BF-CONST. Fig. 17 shows ROC curves for a situation where training and testing are performed on the same feature combination. In order of decreasing performance, these combinations are: FF, AF-CONST, AF, AF-RAND. FF always gives the highest results, indicating that object features play the key role for recognition, and recognition with segmented images achieves better performance than without segmentation. Mixing background features with foreground features does not give higher recognition rates than FF alone. For images with roughly constant backgrounds (AF-CONST), the performance is almost the same as for images with foreground features only. It is intuitively obvious that classifying images with fixed backgrounds is as easy as classifying images with no background clutter at all. Finally, the ROC curves for AF-RAND are the lowest, which shows that objects with uncorrelated backgrounds are harder to recognize. Note the influence of the background correlation on the results. In the case of bicycles and test set 2, the performance is almost the same for AF and AF-RAND, as the background is not correlated, cf. Fig. 16. For a highly correlated background, as is the case for motorbikes and test set 1, the performance is almost the same for FF and AF.

Fig. 18 shows ROC curves for a setup where the training set has different types of backgrounds and the test set has its original background. We can observe that training on AF or AF-RAND and testing on AF gives the highest results in all cases. Thus, even under randomly changed training backgrounds, the SVM can find decision boundaries that generalize well to the original training set. Training on FF or AF-CONST and testing on AF gives lower results, most likely because the lack of clutter in FF set and the monotonous backgrounds in AF-CONST cause the SVM to overfit the training set. By contrast, varying the object background during training, even by random shuffling, seems to prevent overfitting.

Finally, Fig. 19 shows ROC curves for a situation where the training set has the original backgrounds and the test set has different types of backgrounds. In all cases, testing on FF gives better results than when testing on the original dataset AF, while testing on AF-RAND gives much worse results. Thus, when the test set is “easier” than the training one, performance improves, and when it is “harder,” the performance drops. This is consistent with the results of Fig. 18 where training on the “harder” sets AF or AF-RAND gave much better results than training on the “easier” sets FF and AF-CONST. Next, we can observe that for most classes in Figure 19, the results of testing on AF-CONST were better than or very close to testing on AF. One notable exception to this trend is motorbikes test set 1. Most of these images (172 out of 216) come from the motorbikes category in CalTech6.
Figure 17: ROC curves of our method on the PASCAL challenge. The method is trained and tested with four combinations of the foreground features with different types of background. The same type of background is used for training and testing. The left column shows results for test set 1 and the right for test set 2.
Figure 18: ROC curves of our method on the PASCAL challenge. The method is trained with four combinations of the foreground features with different types of background, and tested on the original test set of the PASCAL challenge.
Figure 19: ROC curves of our method on PASCAL challenge. The method is trained on the original training set of PASCAL challenge, and tested on four combinations of the foreground features with different types of background.
In this case, the much lower performance of AF/AF-CONST compared to AF/AF is due to the fact that most motorbike images have very little clutter, so adding artificial clutter, even if it is more or less the same in all images, has a noticeable detrimental effect.

Based on our evaluation of the role of background features in bag-of-keypoints classification, we can venture two general observations. First, while the backgrounds in most available datasets have non-negligible correlations with the foreground objects, using both foreground and background features for learning and recognition does not result in better performance for our method. In our experimental setting, the recognition problem is easier in the absence of clutter. This highlights the limitations as evaluation platforms of datasets with simple backgrounds, such as CogVis [21] and COIL-100 [20]: Based on the insights of our evaluation, high performance on these datasets would not necessarily mean high performance on real images with varying backgrounds. Second, when the statistics of the test set are unknown at training time, it is usually beneficial to pick the most difficult training set available, since the presence of varied backgrounds during training helps to avoid overfitting and improves the generalization ability of the classifier.

6 Discussion

In this paper we have investigated the performance of a kernel-based discriminative approach for texture and object category classification using local image features. Results on challenging datasets have shown that surprisingly high levels of performance can be achieved with an image representation that is essentially an orderless histogram. This is true not only for texture images, which are clutter-free and relatively statistically homogeneous, but also for object images, even in the case of completely uncorrelated backgrounds.

One of the contributions of our paper is a comprehensive evaluation of multiple keypoint detector types, levels of geometric invariance, feature descriptors, and classifier kernels. This evaluation has revealed several general trends, which should prove useful for computer vision practitioners designing high-accuracy recognition systems for real-world applications. For example, we show that to achieve the best possible performance, it is necessary to use a combination of several detectors and descriptors together with a classifier that can make effective use of the complementary types of information contained in them. Also, we show that using local features with the highest possible level of invariance usually does not yield the best performance. Thus, a practical recognition system should seek to incorporate multiple types of complementary features, as long as their local invariance properties do not exceed the level absolutely required for a given application.

In testing our method on four texture and five object databases, we have followed an evaluation regime far more rigorous than that of most other comparable works. In fact, our evaluation of multiple texture recognition methods highlights the danger of the currently widespread practice of developing and testing a recognition method with only one or two databases in mind. For example, methods tuned to achieve high performance on the CUReT database (e.g., the VZ method) have weaker performance on other texture databases, such
as UIUCTex, and vice versa, methods tuned to UIUCTex and Brodatz (e.g., the Lazebnik method) perform poorly on CUReT.

Another contribution of our paper is our evaluation of the influence of background features shows the pitfalls of training on datasets with uncluttered or highly correlated backgrounds, since this causes overfitting and yields disappointing results on test sets with more complex backgrounds. On the other hand, training a method on a harder dataset typically improves the generalization power of a classifier and does not hurt performance even on a clutter-free dataset.

Future research should focus on designing improved feature representations. We believe that significant performance gains are still to be realized from developing more effective detectors and descriptors, for example for representing shape. Another promising area is the development of hybrid sparse/dense representations. For example, the recent successes of the novel feature extraction schemes of [24, 10] suggest that increasing the density and redundancy of local feature sets may be beneficial for recognition. Additional research directions include designing kernels that incorporate geometrical relations between local features (see [17] for preliminary work along these lines) and feature selection methods that can separate foreground from background. In the longer term, successful category-level object recognition and localization is likely to require more sophisticated models that capture the 3D shape of real-world object categories as well as their appearance. In the development of such models and in the collection of new datasets, simpler bag-of-keypoints methods can serve as effective baselines and calibration tools.
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